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Introducing a new co-ordinate 8 on par with the usual x, y  and z co-ordinates, 
Banerjee (1957) has set up the five dimensional wave equation given by
( 1)
Taking V =  {—Ze j^r) as the hydrogen atom potential, he has solved thik equation 
in four dimensional polar co-ordinates to obtain the solution \
\/r{r, 6, (j>, x) =  DRnru^^^Pi (^co& 6)e^ <^p sin (2)
The eigenvalues of W, corresponding to the above eigen-functions, have been 
shown to be those given by Sommerfeld’s (1916) formula.
The above wave-equation possesses the usual disadvantages associated with 
B econd order temporal differentiation contained therein. Further, the degeneracy 
is given by (2i-f 1) which is unlike that of the Dirac levels. However, the equation 
for X given as '
[ ^  ^  8in*A :-V +l)J ] U(x) -  0 ... (3)
can be shown to possess polynomial solutions of the form
V{X) = Y ./1"0
which leads to the degeneracy {(l-\-2V-\-l)[l-{-2V-\-2)l2} which is again unlike that 
obtained for Dirac levels.
Banerjee has given the radial equation as
where A =  — ; B  =  c =  [a^Z^—l(l-\-2)]
3i2
M. (4)
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The only difference introduced by using the above polynomial solutions for x 
would be to^ replace I by Substituting R{r) with/c* =  (2r/ro)
where =  1
v - ^
B
(5)
It may be noted that this equation differs from that given by Bancrjee in the 
appearance of 3/2 in place of unity. As a result, one obtains the eigenvalue 
expression
W 1 +
{{n. +  i)+ V (* + 2 i'-> lP '
-i (6)
which differs from the Sommerfeld’s formula in the i*eplacement of n^ . by J).
I t  is, therefore, concluded that the new degree of freedom, obtained by intro­
ducing the fifth dimension, does not produce the same effocjts as the ele(;tron spui,
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